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The Chinese Perception of Jainism
耆那教
T. H. Barrett
1  The following remarks are concerned with an aspect of cultural contact that seems to
have  received  comparatively  little  attention  so  far,  despite  the  pioneering  work  of
specialists  in  reception  studies  such  as  Elinor  Shaffer,  namely  the  diffusion  and
influence of large bodies of translated material.  The transfer of a corpus of writing
from one language to another and from one culture to another is in itself a topic of
indubitable interest, but what happens or indeed fails to happen next is surely just as
important. Even in the most pious parts of the United States, for example, dust on the
family  Bible  appears  not  to  have  been  a  completely  unknown  phenomenon.  Here,
however,  the focus is  on a much larger corpus of sacred writings translated over a
lengthy period, probably constituting the most extensive translation phenomenon of
pre-modern times, namely the Buddhist Canon in Chinese. That Buddhism had a major
impact on East Asia is undeniable, but what of the non-Buddhist aspects of South Asian
culture that may also be found in these sources?
2  The Indian tradition we know as Jainism has had a history just as long as Buddhism, but
as a phenomenon classified under the Eurocentric category of ‘religion’, and even as a
self-designation through the term ‘Jaina’, its history is far shorter, going back only to
the  nineteenth  century.1 In  East  Asia,  moreover,  any  awareness  of  Jainism  in  this
modern sense would seem to be even shorter, and though I have not attempted any
definitive account of its emergence, Professor Chan Man Sing 陈萬成, currently of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong, has generously provided me with a number of details
that have made the overall story tolerably clear. Certainly Jainism is securely there,
under  the  name of  Qina  jiao  耆那教,  in  reference  works  published  in  the  People’s
Republic from the 1980s, and one such work even notes that at one time there had been
a Jain organization in Tianjin.2 But though there was certainly a community of some
two hundred Jains  in  Hong Kong in  the  early  1990s,  most  prominently  the  Jhaveri
family of gem merchants, the history of the Jains in modern East Asia appears to be at




not have been without consequence: Professor Chan recalls that to Cantonese speakers
of  his  grandmother’s  generation  ‘Qinajiao’  was  used  as  a  synonym  for  ‘complete
nonsense’  –something less  likely to be a  doctrinal  judgment than a reaction to the
various restrictions operating on the Jain way of life, which though familiar enough in
a South Asian context must have struck their much more omnivorous new neighbours
as tedious in the extreme.4
3  By contrast academic research on the religion of the Jains as such seems at the earliest
to have been a feature only of the 1980s onwards in the People’s Republic of China, and
not before.5 Elsewhere in the Chinese world, for that matter, I have only been able to
find a listing for just one earlier article, published in Taiwan in 1958.6 These references,
it should be noted, simply attest to the emergence of Jainism as the specific focus of
academic research publications. The Chinese term, however, points to a slightly longer
history elsewhere in East Asia, since it is an attested early transcription of the Sanskrit
term jina, ‘conqueror’, an epithet describing the Jain lineage of spiritual teachers.7 But
it is an epithet also used to describe the Buddha, and it is in a Sui period biography of
the Buddha that we find the word transcribed, where Samuel Beal’s nineteenth century
translation, following a gloss dating back to the Tang period, renders it in a footnote as
‘Vanquisher’.8 Yet everywhere else in Buddhist literature the translation is preferred
over  the  transcription,  so  whoever  introduced  the  term  must  have had  a  good
knowledge of Buddhist sources in Chinese as well as of modern Indology. This evidence
points  therefore  to  Japan,  where Sanskrit  studies  drawing upon European Indology
antedate  those  of  China  by  about  a  generation  at  least,  even  if  Beal’s  translation
suggests that the biography containing the term was in current circulation in China in
the late nineteenth century: Beal did have access to a Japanese printing of the canon,
but  his  own Chinese  library  was  more  probably  built  up  through visits  to  Chinese
temples, which he certainly undertook during his time in East Asia.9
4  Professor Chan has suggested to me that there is a section on the Jains (as Jina kyōha 耆
那教派)  in  the Indo  shūkyō  shi  印度宗教史of  Anesaki  Masaharu姉崎正治(1873-1949),
published in 1897, but I have not had access to this work myself to see what Anesaki
had to say or what sources he used.10 Anesaki is known to have had a considerable
influence  on  Chinese  refugee  scholars  in  Japan in  the  last  decade  of  Manchu rule,
notably Zhang Binglin 章炳麟 (1868-1936).11 So it is probably not coincidental that the
term Qinajiao appears in early 1908 in an essay on Buddhism published in the Tokyo-
based Chinese journal Minbao 民報 by Zhang.12 One should note, however, that Zhang
was clearly familiar with the text translated by Beal, and may have read it in an edition
equipped with phonological glosses, since this additional material is not uncommon in
late imperial reprints from the Buddhist canon.13
5  In the same year –again I am indebted for Professor Chan for the reference– ‘Qinajiao’
appears  in  an  English-Chinese  dictionary.  This  work,  however,  acknowledges  its
indebtedness  to  earlier  Japanese  dictionaries,  and these,  it  seems,  were  initially  no
more than translations of existing English dictionaries.14 The English part of the entry
in 1908 on Jains perhaps betrays its ultimate origin in such an English-language work,
even if the translation adopted for the name is highly unlikely to have been the work of
anyone outside East Asia: “Religious sects in India akin to the Buddhists, but separated
from them and in hostility to them”.15 This practice of defining Jainism by reference to
other traditions –surely a strong indication of its continuing unfamiliarity– seems even




1960  speaks  of  “an  Indian  sect  between  Buddhism  and  Brahmanism”,  though the
Japanese definition at the same point in time of “a dualistic, ascetic religion that arose
in India in the sixth century BCE, firmly opposed to taking animal life” no doubt does
little better.16 Meanwhile the earliest Japanese academic periodical listing I have found
specifically  concerning  Jainism also  dates  to  1908,  but  it  does  not  use  the  Chinese
transcription of jina, transcribing the English term instead, and it simply translates a
piece written earlier by the Oxford Professor of Sanskrit, Sir Monier Monier-Williams
(1819-1899).17
6  In 1920, however, some Jain literature was published in a popular series dedicated to
sacred texts of  the world by a Japanese scholar named Suzuki  Shigenobu 鈴木重信
(1890-1920)  under  the  title  Jinakyō  seiten 耆那経聖典. 18 This  series  was  evidently
modelled  on  the  Sacred  Books  of  the  East,  to  which  Hermann  Jacobi  (1850-1937)
contributed two volumes of Jaina scriptures in English translation. Whether Suzuki was
translating directly from the Jain Prakrit or not I do not know, since I have yet to see
his work, but though he did translate another work from German, he is said to have
known Sanskrit  at  least,  and he was also educated at  a time when wide reading in
Chinese was not uncommon. Accounts of his tragically short but productive life are
hard to find, but he is described as a graduate from what is now Komazawa University
who, after further study of Tibetan with the famous pioneering Japanese Tibetologist
Kawaguchi Ekai 川口慧海 (1866-1945), went on to Tokyo University and to ordination
as a Sōtō monk.19 While Suzuki may or may not have been the person responsible for
adopting the Chinese transcription for jina as an equivalent for the English term Jain,
he certainly seems to have been responsible, albeit posthumously, for making the term
popular during the 1920s and 1930s in Japan, even if in the post-war period Japanese
themselves  have  resorted  to  transcription  into  the  katakana  syllabary  instead  and
abandoned the use of Chinese characters for the word. In the writings of Ui Hakuju 宇
井白寿  (1882-1963)  on Jainism  from  1926,  one  notes,  the  Chinese  characters  for
‘Qinajiao’ are used.20
7  The pattern in evidence here of the slow spread of a solely modern construction of an
ancient tradition is by no means unique: one may point to the yet more protracted
emergence of the modern Chinese understanding of Judaism, despite the solid evidence
for longstanding contacts of Jews with China in the shape, for example, of a Hebrew
manuscript  in  the Dunhuang archives  over  a  thousand years  ago.21 In  sum,  though
there is clearly very much more that could be said about the process, it is quite certain
that Jainism as understood in China today does not connect with any phenomenon of
imperial  times,  but  represents  an  imported  category.22 But  even  so,  pre-modern
Chinese could have formed a  notion of  the tradition,  had they wished to,  since its
adherents appear frequently in the translated texts of the Chinese Buddhist Canon. The
terms used vary, but most common are transcriptions of the word nirgrantha, indicating
an ascetic, but frequently used as a title for Mahavira, the teacher within the tradition
corresponding in his era and significance to the historical Buddha.
8  In  the  earliest  literature  of  Buddhism  as  preserved  in  South  Asia  and  in  Chinese
translation his adherents appear constantly under this title as the party of opposition,
the  targets  of  constant  religious  polemic.23 The  chief  dramatic  functions  of  any
opposition in polemical religious literature are, of course, to use underhand methods
and to lose spectacularly: one thinks for example of the magical confounding of heresy




Buddhist depictions of the Nirgrantha opposition to their founder is a story found in
several Chinese sources of how some of their teachers persuaded a lay follower to try to
trap him in a pit of fire –to no avail of course.25 This was evidently an especially well
known tale:  the first  Chinese Buddhist  pilgrim to report on the sights of  India was
shown the very place where this was said to have happened.26 A couple of centuries
later the story was still being told to visitors to the spot.27 Indeed a plot so dastardly
evidently made an impression that was long remembered in China, and not just by the
Buddhist clergy, but also by laymen and laywomen, for we find one of the latter in a
preface to the reprinting of an encyclopaedia completed in 1827 refers concisely to the
‘wicked plan of the Nirgrantha’ 泥乾邪計, suggesting that her readers would have been
well aware of the complete narrative.28
9  In  the  later  Buddhist  scriptures  that  became  the  most  popular  in  China  these
Nirgranthas generally play a lesser role, staying in the background as part of the mass
audience  for  the  Buddha’s  message.  Yet  they  are  still  there,  in  the  Lotus  and  the
Vimalakirti.29 In the latter text, where Mahavira is mentioned in discussion among other
heretical teachers, the earliest commentary correctly notes that the epithet is a general
term for a renunciant, not part of his personal name.30 This definition is picked up in
later Chinese Buddhist reference works, though another more etymological and less
functional  definition,  derived  from  the  translation  of  Mahavira’s  name  in  the
equivalent  passage  in  an  earlier  version  of  the  same  scripture,  was  ‘free  of
attachments’, lixi 離繋.31 From such examples it seems probable therefore that many
readers would have had some notion of what the word implied, and indeed we find that
a Chinese Buddhist biographer, in mid-imperial times, uses the word without further
explanation in describing the earlier intellectual environment of an Indian Buddhist
master who ended his career in China, seemingly assuming that a Chinese readership
would have no difficulty with it.32 It has further been suggested that a frequent theme
in Buddhist painting of the same period in which a gaunt figure is seen holding a bird in
front of the Buddha refers to a widely known folk tale that in its Buddhist version
features a Digambara Jain ascetic.33 The clearest example of an awareness of basic Jain
doctrine  comes  from  the  discussions  between  Emperor  Wu  of  the  Liang  dynasty
(r. 502-548)  and  the  leadership  of  the  Buddhist  clergy  of  his  day  concerning  his
imposition of vegetarianism on the monastic community. This he did in conformity
with what has now been shown to be a long tradition within Chinese Buddhism that in
fact had no clear sanction in Indian practice, where vegetarianism was indeed a marker
of Jain identity.34 In putting up a rearguard action against his ruler, the leading monk
Huichao 慧超 (? – 526) suggests that it is inconsistent to use leather in footwear and
refuse to eat meat, saying that not eating meat even on pain of death is taking things as
far as the Nirgranthas in their not using leather footwear.35 The emperor,  who had
argued strongly that eating meat was the sign of a heretic, does not seem to have been
impressed.36
10  Polemical narratives and brief glosses and dictionary definitions certainly will not have
conveyed  much  of  substance  concerning  the  doctrines  of  the  ancient  Jains  to  the
broader  readership  of  medieval  China  beyond  the  learned  clerical  scholar-elite  of
Buddhism,  but  more  detailed  exposition  on  these  matters  would  still  have  been
available in the expositions on heresy contained in Indian Buddhist doctrinal treatises
rendered into Chinese, which at a later stage expanded on some of the information
conveyed in scriptural materials. Such treatises, like some of their equivalents in other




so that it would be necessary to put together all the information devoted to Jainism
from  these  scattered  accounts  in  order  to  move  on  from  an  appreciation  of  the
polemical  attitudes  in  early  narrative  sources  to  an  evaluation  of  the  totality  of
Buddhist records available in China concerning the perceived doctrinal failings of these
South Asian rivals.37
11  It would of course be futile to look for any authentic Jain voices in pre-modern Chinese
translation.  There  is  admittedly  one  translated  scripture  that  features  a  Jain
protagonist, who discourses eloquently on such important topics as state violence, and
its Tibetan version has even been made available in English, though not without some
problems. But as with many Mahayana texts, all is not as it seems, for this ostensible
heretic turns out to be a bodhisattva in disguise, destined for Buddhahood.38 What is at
issue here however is not the accuracy of the information about Jainism available to
pre-modern Chinese but rather its dissemination. Given that mention of the tradition’s
adherents is spread throughout at least three types of material –the early polemical
accounts  of  the  Buddha’s  rivals,  the  subsequent  briefer  appearances  in  popular
Mahayana scriptures, and the explicit critiques of the scholastic treatises– did dust as it
were gather on the passages about Jainism in all of these sources? Were they read, but
only within Buddhist monasteries? Or did the word Nirgrantha in its Chinese forms
summon up some kind of  image among educated non-Buddhist  Chinese  or  at  least
informed lay people during the era after the main effort of translation came to an end
in the course of the eleventh century?
12  A clear answer is possible at least in regard to one portion of the very early material
that  also  was  rendered  into  Chinese  at  a  very  early  point  in  the  importation  of
Buddhism. A brief account of the ‘fasts’ or Buddhist days of abstinence the translation
of which has been firmly dated to the early third century CE includes an exposition by
the Buddha of the three possible mental attitudes towards such occasions: that of the
‘cowherd’, meaning that like a herdsman leading cattle back to the best pasture, some
individuals simply go where they have found good food and drink in the past; that of
the Nirgrantha; and that of the Buddhist. The Nirgranthas are described as ‘in their
religious pursuits valuing style over substance, not possessing a right attitude’, in other
words  displaying  a  hypocritical  formalism,  unlike  the  true  Buddhist.39 In  the  early
seventeenth century this  short  scripture was annotated by the influential  Buddhist
leader Zhixu智旭 (1599-1655) and incorporated into a concise Compendium of regulations
for lay people, Zaijia yaolü 在家要律, which was subsequently republished in expanded
form in 1824 and thereafter, evidently remaining an important guide for lay practice
throughout the late imperial period.40 Among Buddhist adherents, clerical and lay, it
would seem, the image of the Nirgrantha as a sort of Buddhist equivalent of what the
Pharisee was for the Christian reader turned out to be surprisingly durable.
13  This is, however, not the only image of the Nirgrantha that may be found in Zhixu’s
writings. The preface to what now seems to be one of his best-known works ends with
an allusion not simply to any Nirgrantha but to Satyaka 萨遮, the Jain protagonist of
the Mahayana scripture already referred to above. It is hard to know what this signifies
in  terms of  the  wider  recognition of  this  text,  since  Zhixu had in  his  early  career
completed a  comprehensive series  of  reading notes  on the entire  Chinese Buddhist
canon, Yuezang zhijin 閲藏知津,  that surely must have established him as one of the
most widely read Buddhist scholars of his day.41 The work in which he included this




perhaps inevitably, in view of its beguiling title– been extensively discussed in recent
scholarship.42 The  natural  assumption  today  would  probably  be  that  the  work  was
targeted at secular readers of the Book of Changes, and therefore that this allusion was
intended to be intelligible to non-Buddhist readers, especially since his preface says he
seeks “to use Chan to enter Confucianism and to entice Confucians into knowing Chan”.
43 Yet  so  far  I  have  found  no  indication  that  Zhixu’s  work  ever  reached  such  an
audience, since on its completion in 1644 it was printed as part of the Jiaxing Buddhist
canon, rather than as a separate polemical work.44 Nor does it appear to have been
reprinted separately until the early twentieth century, when it was republished by a
press that explicitly aimed to make good the destruction wrought on the blocks of the
Jiaxing  Canon by  the  Taiping  Rebellion.45 In  this  context  it  is  not  clear  if  Zhixu  is
expecting  the  preface  containing  this  reference  to  be  generally  read  and  widely
understood –or  if  he  is  just  using this  opening flourish,  like  many Chinese preface
writers, in order to establish his broad erudition.
14  So the analogy between Pharisees and Jains is not complete, even if they play the same
scriptural roles. Among English-speaking readers of the Bible the Pharisees were well
enough  known  to  generate  the  adjective  ‘pharisaical’,  apparently  by  about  1530
according to online dictionaries. But despite the major impact of Buddhist usages on
the Chinese language we see no similar phenomenon in China, where references to
Nirgranthas outside specifically Buddhist writings seem as far as I have been able to
discover very hard to find after their introduction through the Buddhist scriptures and
before the age of print, though there is one remarkable and rather revealing exception.
During  the  sixth  and  early  seventh  centuries  Daoist  scriptures  came  to  model
themselves so closely on the immensely popular rival products of the Buddhists that we
find Daoist divinities, tianzun 天尊, behaving very much like Mahayana Buddhas and
addressing multitudes of believers and unbelievers in panoramic celestial settings. In
one Daoist  encyclopaedia therefore of  the late  seventh century we find a  scripture
excerpt in which a tianzun ecumenically includes Nirgranthas in his audience, much to
the bafflement of the German colleague who produced a summary of this text.46
15  But if we turn to the absence of any mention of Jainism in Chinese secular literature, it
is  necessary  to  weigh up some quite  tricky  historiographic  issues  concerning what
Chinese writers of the past knew versus what they chose to write about. The precise
issues involved differ somewhat from period to period, but broadly speaking may be
divided between the age solely of manuscript, effectively up to about the year 1000, and
the age of print plus manuscript thereafter. For the former period issues of selection in
transmission  also  have  to  be  weighed  up.  Though  the  Dunhuang  manuscripts  now
complicate  the  picture  somewhat,  most  of  the  more  plentiful  material  we  possess
especially from the seventh century on actually came from a fairly narrow elite whose
training in writing was geared towards examinations in which a compulsory knowledge
of  the  Confucian  Classics  and  of  the  Wenxuan  文選  literary  anthology  largely
determined the limits of the vocabulary at their disposal.47 It was the cultural stars of
the day whose work was recopied and transmitted to posterity, and posterity had its
own views as to what in the tradition was worth preserving.
16  To many later Chinese readers of the literature of this period, especially if they read
only anthologies of poetry and prose compiled in line with the priorities of later ages,
or genres such as histories that tended to exclude discussion of religious traditions, the




literary  figures  could,  if  the  occasion  demanded,  write  beyond  their  conventional
limits, so that for example a visit to a monastery might result in a poem touching on
Buddhist doctrine at a level that eighteenth century commentators living in a more
Confucian climate did not always quite grasp. The Wenxuan, moreover, though by the
standards of the early sixth century environment in which it was compiled a somewhat
narrow,  classicising  collection,  did  contain  one  or  two  pieces  on  Buddhism  that
provided a model for anyone venturing beyond the classical heritage.48 Here there is
nothing on Jainism, but there is a concise reference to the ninety-six heresies that are
said to have plagued India during the Buddha’s day.49 This was evidently a popular
notion beyond the Buddhist community, for such a long list seems to have stimulated
the imagination of some in Daoist circles, who took over its structure and filled it with
a few choice items they considered more appropriate than any mention of Nirgranthas,
including instead Christianity and Manichaeanism, for example.50
17  In fact references in Chinese discussion of doctrinal matters to the wider throng of
heretical opponents who had confronted the Buddha, by lay persons as well as monks,
are not hard to find: the Liang ruler’s promotion of vegetarianism, which has already
been mentioned above, provides several examples.51 ‘Heretic’  was,  moreover,  one of
those terms that seems to have been picked up and used by Daoists even well before
Liang times.52 In places Daoists seem to have turned back the term on its originators to
refer  to  Buddhists  themselves,  though  perhaps  it  is  inferior  varieties  of  their  co-
religionists that are being stigmatized.53 Certainly the clergies of both traditions are
depicted by others as familiar with the existence of heretical opponents to the Buddha.
54 Popular  literature  as  well,  to  judge  from  the  Dunhuang  manuscripts,  already
employed  the  same  term  quite  freely  before  the  age  of  print.55 It  is  no  surprise
therefore to see this usage continued in vernacular fiction into much later ages: in the
Journey  to  the  West, for  example,  it  occurs  frequently,  showing up for  instance in  a
number of chapter titles, suggesting that it remained in common usage in its original
sense into Ming times.56 At least one non-Buddhist scholar in Ming times also seems to
have been perfectly familiar with the original Indian meaning preserved in Buddhist
texts, namely Luo Qinshun 羅欽順 (1465-1547), who quotes extensively from passages
in  the  Lankavatara  sutra  discussing  some  beliefs  of  the  ‘heretics’  in  a  widely-read
critique of  his  on Buddhist  literature.57 This  does  show that  amongst  later  Chinese
rivals to Buddhism there was at least some degree of awareness that Buddhists were by
no means unopposed in India either.58
18  But heretics considered as a massive group, using this Buddhist term, waidao 外道, are
also mentioned by one highly educated Tang scholar official in a more literary context,
albeit a poem addressed to a monk.59 This seems unusual for the Tang, but the eleventh
century poet Su Dongpo 蘇東坡 (1037-1101) is said to have incorporated the expression
into his poetry.60 Such examples seem to have legitimated the word in wider literary
usage, since it is among the items of Buddhist vocabulary pressed into service by the
poetry critic  Yan Yu 嚴羽  (c.  1180-1235)  in his  Canglang shihua 滄浪詩話, in a  very
influential extended metaphor, likening strands within Chinese poetry to elements in
the  Buddhist  tradition,  that  remained  a  topic  of  debate  into  late  imperial  times.61
Dictionaries  suggest  that  this  notion of  ‘heretic’  even moved in  time beyond these
contexts of literary criticism and Buddhistic forms of popular literature into yet more
general  use.  Perhaps  therefore  its  success  left  no  room  for  the  more  specific
‘Nirgrantha’ to move beyond its place in Buddhist scriptures into wider circulation. One




political  overtones  of  native  terminology,  and hence was  co-opted into regular  use
because it provided a Buddhist answer to a wider need.62
19  Yet to speak in this way is to assume that Buddhist materials did not in fact have a wide
circulation in the last millennium of imperial Chinese history, and that too involves
some assumptions that require examination. We tend to believe that we can discern
what was available to read during this period by looking at library catalogues, of which
an  increasing  number  become available  from the  eleventh  century  onward.  I  have
suggested elsewhere however that pre-modern Chinese librarians did not find it so easy
to incorporate Buddhist  and Daoist  books into classification schemes that  were not
designed to include them, and that there are signs suggesting that quite a large number
of such books were simply excluded, given that their proper bibliographical place was
in the catalogues of the major canonical collections held in monastic institutions.63
20  A late  eighteenth century  gentleman might  thus  own and consult  a  Compendium  of
regulations for lay people, but not think to include it anywhere in his library list of fine
literature.  Nevertheless  a  small  bibliographical  space  did  exist  in  the  prevailing
schemes of the day for recording Buddhist works other than scriptures and translated
texts, and even the most exalted libraries generally found something to put there. We
are therefore able to tell that the emperor at this time would have had an abbreviated
version of the same scriptural passage about the poor attitude of Nirgranthas found in
the Compendium of regulations lodged in his own splendid collection as part of a seventh
century  Buddhist  encyclopaedia  that  his  scholars  had  deemed  worthy  of  inclusion
there,  for  sake  of  completeness  as  it  were.64 Whether  he  chose  to  dip  into  the
encyclopaedia or not we do not know, though as it happens, the emperor of China in
the  late  eighteenth  century  was  a  Manchu  of  strong  Buddhist  inclinations  who
sponsored the printing of the Buddhist canon in his own language as well as Chinese
and studied Sanskrit with a Tibetan lama.65
21  The emperor’s scholars were quite selective, and recorded but did not transcribe into
their  ruler’s  collection  other  compendious  Buddhist  works,  including  at  least  one
Buddhist history that had certainly been in the palace library of the fifteenth century
Ming dynasty.66 This work, too, originally compiled in the Southern Song, contains an
account of the conversion of a Nirgrantha skilled in divination and his five hundred
followers at the hands of the eighth patriarch of Indian Buddhism, Buddhamitra 佛陀密
多.67 The passage in question, as the history notes, derives from a narrative describing
the Indian patriarchal succession, very influential in its day, which was apparently put
together  in  China  in  the  late  fifth  century.68 Whether  any  Ming autocrat  read  this
excerpt or whether it simply gathered dust is again impossible to tell, but it was clearly
not simply hidden away in a monastery.
22  It is certainly the case that any mention of Nirgranthas in Chinese poetry of the age of
print is rather hard to find, but they do occur occasionally in connection with Buddhist
topics, testimony no doubt to at least some reading of Buddhist materials. A poem by
Shen Liao 沈遼  (1032-1085),  for  example,  mentions both Buddhamitra and his  non-
Buddhist opponent as part of a series on the Indian patriarchs.69 The eminent literary
figure  Wang  Shizhen  王世貞  (1526-1590)  likewise  describes  a  monk  devoted  to
austerities as having the ‘shape of a swan and the face of a Nirgrantha’ 鵠形尼乾面,
suggesting  that  asceticism  –and  not  just  hypocrisy–  was  still  part  of  the  image  of
Jainism  at  this  point.70 Diligent  searching  might  uncover  further  references.  But




tend to marvel that the Protestant British appear to have ‘sixty religions and only one
sauce’,  while  perhaps  finding  it  hard  to  say  in  what  way  Methodists  differ  from
Baptists,  so in China the multifaceted appearance of Indian heterodoxy as refracted
through a Buddhist lens caused wonder and astonishment, but not many people were
prompted therefore to learn much about any specific tradition.
23  Thus the analogy between Nirgranthas and Pharisees in this light appears somewhat
misleading. Any Bible reader in the eighteenth or early nineteenth century or even
anyone who listened to sermons attentively would know how a Pharisee was regarded
by  Gospel  writers,  and  many  gentlemen  who  owned  a  copy  of  William  Whiston’s
translation of the writings of Josephus would have known more that was not in the
Bible –that in their day the Pharisees actually attracted very strong popular support,
for example. So when George Eliot calls Mr. Bulstrode in Middlemarch a Pharisee her
readers certainly would not have been confused. In China anyone who had memorized
the  Lotus  Sutra  –not  a  few  people,  that  is–  would  have  known  the  Chinese  word
transcribing  Nirgrantha,  but  perhaps  not  much  more.  This  contrast  is  not  at  all
surprising, since the word Pharisee occurs dozens of times in the New Testament, but
Nirgrantha only once in the Lotus,  and once in the Vimalakirti,  in  the latter  simply
because Mahavira is listed as one of the six masters of heterodoxy. By contrast the
broader category of ‘heretic’ is mentioned seven times in the Lotus and ten times in the
Vimalakirti.
24  The way in which a broader conception of heresy from early times tended to relegate
specific information about Jainism to a secondary status is also apparent in Chinese
Buddhist  encyclopaedias,  which  were  effectively  constituted  as  repositories  of
quotations.  Explicit  quotations  by  lay  persons  of  Buddhist  encyclopaedias  I  cannot
recall, but it is perhaps worth mentioning that the great scholar and scientist Shen Kuo
沈括(1031-1095), who wrote some very interesting remarks on the possible significance
of the Indian castes for understanding external influences on Chinese history, lived not
long after the publication of a Buddhist handbook that does not mention Nirgranthas,
but  does  open  with  an  explanation  of  the  four  varnas.71 The  earliest  Buddhist
encylopaedic work of reference to survive, from the start of the sixth century, includes
a chapter on ‘heretics’ and rishis, in Chinese xian 仙, but the bulk of the content is given
over to the latter, and Jainism again only appears in the person of Mahavira as one of
the Six Heretical Masters.72 In the earliest Buddhist encyclopaedia to appear in the age
of print –a work that had actually ceased to circulate in China itself in late imperial
times,  though  it  was  reprinted  in  Japan–  a  similar  situation  obtains.73 The  section
heading on heretics leads off with the Six Masters and has a few words to say on each,
including a gloss on the meaning of Nirgrantha, but the subsequent subsection under
this heading adds nothing concerning Jain doctrine at all.74 Even more intriguingly the
name ‘Nirgrantha’ is removed from its summary of the three attitudes towards days of
abstinence referred to above, and the more generic ‘heretics’ is substituted.75
25  Perhaps none of this is to be wondered at. After all, very few Chinese ever met any Jains
in  pre-modern times,  even when relations  with  the  subcontinent  were  fairly  close,
while in late imperial China any visitors –and certainly overland visitors– from South
Asia  were  rare  enough  to  cause  comment.76 There  are  no  indications  that  I  have
discovered so far that suggest that Jains lived in China before the onset of modernity.
One may even have legitimate doubts as to whether Jainism existed in the fifth century




dismissed as due to a quirk of faulty transcription.77 Rather, it is worth pointing out
that observations of Southeast Asian religion by Chinese in times past often drew on
analogies  that  were  impressionistic  rather  than  strictly  accurate.  Cambodia,  for
example,  is  unlikely to have supported real  Daoist  priests,  despite repeated reports
over the centuries of  their  presence there.78 ‘Organised religious groups other than
Buddhist’ might be the safest gloss, and might well explain the alleged Jains of Vietnam
too.  Such broad analogies seem usually to reflect  no more than a rough and ready
approach  to  ethnography,  but  in  one  case  in  South  Asia  one  may  suspect  also  a
polemical purpose. The great Buddhist traveller Xuanzang 玄奘  in the early seventh
century came across a group of ‘white-robed heretics’ 白衣外道 who seem to have been
Śvetāmbara Jains, and remarks how similar the image of their founder seems to have
been to Buddhist sculpture –but for ‘founder’ he says tianshi 天師, which may indeed
mean simply to render devaguru, yet somehow coincides with the Daoist title Celestial
Master.79 A subject of a Daoist emperor, however, was not in a position to press such an
analogy too closely.
26  To sum up, then, pre-modern China knew nothing of Jainism in the sense in which the
word is used today. It knew a little about Nirgranthas, who were generally regarded as
opponents  of  Buddhism  marked  by  hypocrisy,  though  also  by  asceticism.  But  they
tended for the most part to be viewed simply as one group among a number of heretics.
And for the most part more detailed knowledge seems to have stayed in translated
texts;  only a somewhat generalised picture of the South Asian non-Buddhist ‘Other’
circulated more widely in Chinese society. In this way perhaps China knew less about
India than European Christendom knew about Judaism or Islam. What one can probably
say even so is that some awareness did come across to Chinese scholars that India was
no more a religious or intellectual monoculture than China itself was during the past
two millennia. This was perhaps not without consequence, for when late Qing thinkers
like  Zhang  Binglin  became  acquainted  with  modern  Indology  through  Japanese
publications  they  were  quick  to  appreciate  the necessity  of  contextualising  the
development of Buddhist thought within this wider environment.
27  But pre-modern China was for the bulk of its history never directly contiguous with
India, so if the information theoretically available in translation was left to gather dust,
that should not occasion surprise. Though it would take further research to establish
the fact, similar considerations may not have been so important in the Japanese case,
since the long Japanese history of knowledge of both China and India created somewhat
different  circumstances  for  the  dissemination  and  digestion  of  knowledge.80
Provisionally, therefore, it is worth remarking that it would be no accident if Jainism in
the  guise  of  ‘Qinajiao’  turns  out  in  the  light  of  future  research  to  be  a  Japanese
construct drawing on European information. My remarks, however, have only provided
a quick sketch of the materials known to me. Further investigations may substantially
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